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The book The Proactionary Im-
perative – A Foundation for Tran-
shumanism aims to provide a com-
prehensive intellectual basis for the 
emerging progressive movement 
of transhumanism. To achieve this 
goal, the authors of this extremely 
complex and intellectually excit-
ing book include a very broad spec-
trum of ideas. it is the work of very 
erudite authors. in the book, readers 
will again encounter – as with Steve 
Fuller’s previous books “Preparing 
for life in Humanity 2.0.” (Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2013) and “Humanity 
2.0. What it Means to be Human Past, 
Present and Future” (Palgrave Mac-
millan, 2011) – a treatment of the 
complex (epistemological) interlink-
age between science and religion. 
in Fuller’s new co-authored book 
The Proactionary Imperative, the in-
terlinking of traditional theological 
thought and modern science is ar-
gued with reference to the following 
characteristic of transhumanism: in 
transhumanism the endeavors of hu-
man beings to transcend themselves 
without any limits (through the hu-
man body and cognitive enhance-
ment, even through the replacement 

of our current carbon basis), have the 
characteristics of a “god-like”acts. in 
other words, to arrive at an answer of 
what are the ontological and episte-
mological bases of transhumanism, it 
is heuristically useful to draw on the 
resources of both science (genetics) 
and theology (Genesis). Of course, as 
modern secular humans we cannot 
deny the rational principles of the 
theory of evolution. Notwithstand-
ing this, we need to take regard of a 
much wider spectrum of intellectual 
traditions (eugenic theories, theories 
of intelligent design etc.) if we seek 
to understand the essence of tran-
shumanistic views. Namely, unlike 
Darwin’s theory of evolution these 
intellectual traditions reaffirm the 
privileged position human beings 
hold as a natural creature with open 
and unlimited possibilities to realize 
their creative potential. Why should 
we only look at eugenics from a 
negative angle? Why should we not 
regard eugenics as the foundational 
science of human capital? 

The book consists of four chap-
ters and concludes with A Proac-
tionary Manifesto that brings all the 
main points presented in the four 
earlier chapters together. Chapter 1 
presents the emerging axial rotation 
of the ideological poles, from the 
traditional left-Right polarity which 
 occupied the ideological and political 
spectrum of the Western world in the 
last two centuries to the recent dual-
ity of the “proactionary” and “pre-
cautionary” standpoints. Chapter 2 
deals with theology, exploring what 
it means to take our capacity to “play 
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approach described in Chapter 4 as 
“hedgenetics” provides a framework 
for wider reflexivity concerning how 
to solve the precarious (critical) is-
sues of intellectual property rights in 
these times of new and emerging sci-
ences and technologies. in that sense, 
hedgenetics could be seen as an ex-
ample of a proactionary socio-legal 
regulation of new and emerging sci-
ences and technologies. 

Steve Fuller and Veronika li-
pinska are passionate advocates of 
proactionary principles. For them, 
such principles represent a progres-
sive ideology which offers solutions 
for the world of the 21st century. if 
we briefly summarize the main point 
of the proactionarist stance defined 
by Fuller and lipinska, then proac-
tionarism is a political program and 
ideology which embraces the risk 
and bold experimentation of human 
beings with nature and with them-
selves. Thus, an enormous weight 
is placed on endless acts of human 
self-transcendence in proactionarism. 
Proactionarism is transhumanism par 
excellence!

in the book’s introduction, Fuller 
and lipinska reject the position of 
older style leftists as well as newer 
style leftists. The older style (theo-
retical) leftists “…are still rapturously 
received on university campuses, 
where the likes of David Harvey 
and Slavoj Žižek gamely trot out late 
nineteenth-century solutions to early 
twenty-first-century problems with 
the dutifulness of a Beatles tribute 
act” (The Proactionary Imperative, 
p. 9). indeed, the newer style leftists 

God” seriously, for which the authors 
adopt the Greek term “theomime-
sis”. Namely, this neologism (“God-
playing”) also resonates in modern 
science. The books authors argue 
that the radical version of Christian 
self-empowerment championed by 
the Protestant Reformation which 
originally motivated occidental sci-
entific revolutions in the mid-17th 
century also remains the best starting 
point for motivating contemporary 
transhumanists and proactionarists. 
Such a look back into the history of 
occidental religious thinking makes 
it possible to find a lot of unexpected 
links between traditional (religious) 
metaphysical thinking and modern 
(secular) transhumanism. Chapter 
3 turns to the scientific and techno-
logical extension of our theomimetic 
capacity, focusing on eugenics – the 
first explicitly proactionary science. 
The traditional eugenics was a field 
whose striking boldness of vision 
and failures in execution offer great 
insight for forging a future progres-
sive ideology. Chapter 4 sketches 
out a legal and political framework 
for the proactionary principle. in 
this chapter, special attention is paid 
to the legal basis that should enable 
citizens to take collective responsi-
bility for the progress of genomics. 
according to the book’s authors, the 
case of “hedgenetics” (where human 
genomes are treated as the basis for 
hedge fund investment) could ap-
pear as the legal grounding that ena-
bles citizens to take collective respon-
sibility for their genome by virtue of 
sharing salient genetic patterns. This 
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of any kind of legal protection of in-
vention in genomics. For the propo-
nents of these views, the only legiti-
mate way forward is open access to 
any kind of knowledge in genomics. 
it seems that Steve Fuller and Veroni-
ka lipinski follow neither the “intel-
lectual property right” discourse nor 
the “free access” discourse. Namely, 
they contend that patent experts and 
patent decision-makers are too oc-
cupied with the question of whether 
the isolation of genetic information 
from the natural body merely consti-
tutes a (non-patentable) discovery or 
whether it is a (patentable) invention, 
and – in addition – with the question 
of who might be the owner of such 
patents. They suggest some kind of 
“third way” that would put an end 
to the strong polarities between the 
adherents of the “intellectual prop-
erty right” discourse and those of the 
“free access” discourse. Some kind of 
hybrid legal protection (“hedgenet-
ics”) between such polarities is rec-
ommended which should be based 
on the collective responsibility of 
modern societies (with or without 
patenting instruments) to cultivate 
the available human genetic poten-
tial. The core idea underlying this 
proactionary strategy is the expecta-
tion that modern societies will find 
adequate institutional mechanisms 
to cope with “genetic stewardship”. 
Here, an important role should be 
played by citizens. in the case of “ge-
netic stewardship”, citizens should 
be empowered to adjust the environ-
ment to enhance the genome and 
acquire more knowledge about the 

have turned from “red” ideology to 
“green” ideology, but are likely to 
end up lost in a blind alley because 
they uncritically accept precaution-
ary principles. Precautionary princi-
ples always worry about who will be 
harmed by before who will benefit 
from future-oriented human actions. 
Fuller and lipinski regret that all fac-
tions of (theoretical) leftists did re-
sign to follow future-oriented actions 
because the political philosophy of 
left parties, unlike that of right par-
ties, has throughout their entire po-
litical history in Europe drawn on 
the idea that it is the future – not the 
past – that provides the grounds for 
societal legitimation. Why should 
this change in the modern era of tre-
mendous scientific and technological 
progress? 

From the point of view of recent 
intensive professional debates on 
how to cope with the complex issues 
of intellectual property rights within 
the framework of the modern ge-
nomics, it is interesting that the book 
attributes great relevance to solutions 
which partially deviate from com-
mon (legal and social) expert opin-
ions. Namely, with regard to the legal 
(patent) protection of innovations 
in genomics two opposite (expert) 
views have recently surfaced. On one 
hand, we encounter the arguments 
that the owners of inventions in ge-
nomics have an exclusive property 
right. Biopatents are an indispensable 
incentive for the future progress of 
the most innovative potential of mod-
ern genomics. On the other hand, 
other views strongly criticize the use 
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subject to redesign by synthetic biol-
ogy with the aim of serving human 
needs and purposes. in Regenesis: 
How Synthetic Biology Will Reinvent 
Nature and Ourselves, Chruch’s first 
book, the authors interweave three 
levels of narrative. The first recounts 
the evolutionary emergence of life 
and its mechanisms, starting with 
the late Hadean and the primordial 
DNa that gave rise to all terrestrial 
life, all the way to the emergence of 
mammals and finally of human civi-
lization in the Homo Sapiens domi-
nated anthropocene era. The sec-
ond traces the history of synthetic 
biology and its origins from early 
biotechnology to modern synthetic 
genomics, Do-it-Yourself Biotech-
nology, and iGEM, the international 
student competition in engineered 
microorganism systems, often re-
counting Church’s own involvement 
in landmark research, development 
and entrepreneurial activities. The 
third takes a more predictive and 
sometimes speculative approach to 
what applications the progress of 
synthetic biology might yield in the 
short and mid-term, but also in a pos-
sibly more distant future. along the 
way, the authors tackle some funda-
mental questions, such as what is life, 
what distinguishes animate and non-
animate matter, whether this leaves 
any room for theories of vitalism, 
what is the origin of the primordial 
DNa, as well as address some of the 
technical challenges and the societal 
ramifications of such developments, 
including questions of (bio)safety 
and (bio)security. 

genome to put it to better use. and 
“hedgenetics” could become a good 
case providing a legal context for re-
alizing the active participation of citi-
zens in complex matters of new and 
emerging technologies. 

To conclude, Fuller’s co-authored 
book deals with one of the most 
exciting topics of recent times, i.e. 
the challenges of transhumanism. 
Moving through this intellectually 
stimulating book will force readers 
to re-think fundamental questions 
like where as a biological species we 
come from and where we are going 
with the help of the great achieve-
ments of modern scientific-techno-
logical progress.

Toni PUSTOVRH
Faculty of Social Sciences, 
University of ljubljana

George Church and Ed Regis
Regenesis: How Synthetic Biology 
Will Reinvent Nature and Ourselves
Basic Books, New York 2012,  
pp. 284, (iSBN 978-0-465-02175-8)

“Engineering recapitulates evolu-
tion” (p. 12). George Church, genet-
ics pioneer, Professor at Harvard and 
cofounder of several biotechnology 
companies, with the help of science 
writer Ed Regis, uses this leading idea 
to take the reader on a tour of the 
evolutionary history of life on Earth, 
presenting biological mechanisms 
and organisms of rising complexity 
that have emerged during six evolu-
tionary epochs, and are increasingly 
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information with “natural” organ-
isms. in this way, “mirror” synthetic 
organisms could be made safer by se-
verely limiting their interactions with 
existing life, and also made to pro-
duce valuable and exotic chemicals 
and materials. and although there 
are still large technical obstacles to 
creating the simplest mirror microbe, 
Church nevertheless envisions the 
possibility of creating “mirror hu-
mans”, which would be immune to 
all natural viruses. But their mirror 
physiology would also make them 
unable to digest non-mirror food and 
be unable to procreate with regular 
humans. Harnessing the power of 
synthetic genomics, the engineering, 
evolution and selection of synthetic 
genomes, opens many possibilities 
to employ redesigned microorgan-
isms as microbial factories, especial-
ly for producing pharmaceuticals, 
chemicals and biofuels. Church thus 
criticizes the use of crop plants, es-
pecially food crops, as harmful, in-
efficient and much less sustainable 
than using engineered microbes that 
use waste water, minimal space and 
few feedstocks to produce sustain-
able petroleum, which he sees as 
one of the major upcoming synthetic 
biology markets. Sequencing the ge-
nomes of other species will further 
enable us to uncover valuable traits 
and functionalities, and incorporat-
ing them into the human genome 
(or using engineered microbes to 
perform specific functions in the hu-
man body) could enable humans to 
acquire greater physical robustness, 
immunity, health and longevity, and 

The book serves as a good intro-
duction for the non-expert reader to 
the history and the possibilities im-
plicit in the development of synthetic 
biology, although some segments 
tend to get a bit more technical by 
delving deeper into some aspects of 
genetic and genomic mechanisms. 
in addition to giving an authoritative 
and of course opinionated view of an 
emerging field, in which Church con-
tinues to be a pioneer and shaper, 
Regenesis provides the reader with a 
myriad of interesting scientific facts 
and historical sketches, which are 
characteristic of Regis’s writing style. 
in this way, the popular science parts, 
often dramatized to place the reader 
in medias res, balance the more tech-
nical and challenging segments. But 
what will make the book appealing 
(or appalling) to most readers are the 
speculations on ways in which syn-
thetic biology may enable us to “rede-
sign nature and ourselves”. 

Following the structure of the 
book through the six evolutionary 
eras of terrestrial life, the authors 
propose and envision several grand 
possibilities for biological redesign 
at the level of microbes, animals 
and humans. The fact that most bio-
molecules are “handed”, that is, also 
 having a mirror counterpart with 
different chemical effects, could be 
used to create “mirror life” by using 
the mirror counterpart molecules of 
the originals as the building blocks, 
thus ensuring incompatibility with vi-
ruses that rely on the cellular machin-
ery to propagate themselves, as well 
as an inability to exchange genetic 
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be achievable (or desirable) in the 
age of a maturing synthetic biology, 
and what the societal consequences 
of such developments might be. in a 
more immediate future, Church sees 
great value in large (open) databanks 
of sequenced human genomes, 
which is not surprising, as he is also 
founder and subject of the Personal 
Genome Project that aims to provide 
the fully sequenced genomes of vol-
unteers, along with their physiologi-
cal and medical information, openly 
accessible on the internet. Such data-
bases would enable the identification 
of the genomic bases coding for vari-
ous traits, diseases and dysfunctions, 
as well as speed up predictive medi-
cal and lifestyle interventions, result-
ing in greater personalization of ap-
proaches and treatments.

The authors are certainly not 
blind to the possible unintended and 
undesirable consequences, especially 
those pertaining to safety and secu-
rity. Church has been involved in 
several expert groups that produced 
recommendations on how to gov-
ern developments in biotechnology 
and synthetic biology, and has made 
several proposals that are now wide-
ly accepted, such as licensing DNa 
synthesis companies and screening 
orders for pathogenic sequences. 
Ultimately, he sees built-in safety fea-
tures of synthetic organisms as the 
most likely safeguards, such as “death 
genes”, dependence on specific feed-
stocks or watermarks that would 
enable tracing. Despite the possi-
bilities of laboratory accidents and 
engineered pathogens, the authors 

possibly increased physical and men-
tal capacities. While the authors do 
acknowledge that experiments with 
enhancing interventions in the hu-
man genome are currently impossi-
ble due to legal and ethical barriers, 
they do think that such prohibitions 
will be seen as outdated as the tech-
nology and its efficacy and safety 
improve, given the enormous poten-
tial benefits of such interventions. 
The possibility of reconstructing 
the genomes of extinct species (or  
using the preserved genomes of re-
cently extinct species) could enable 
the return of species once thought 
to have been lost forever, by using 
cloning and surrogate pregnancy 
in related animals. This might en-
able the return of lost biodiversity, 
presupposing that the species habi-
tats were reconstructed as well, and 
even of prehistoric creatures, such 
as the woolly mammoth, although 
the required technology is far from 
mature and the mammoth’s genome 
would actually need to be gathered 
from damaged fragments in several 
preserved specimens, and accord-
ingly redacted from an elephant’s 
genome. and what has perhaps re-
cently garnered most attention (and 
outrage) and gone somewhat viral in 
the media, was the further suggested 
possibility of reconstructing a Nean-
derthal genome that could be cloned 
and brought to term by a “surrogate 
mother chimp – or by an extremely 
adventurous female human” (p. 11). 
These are only some of the more 
radical applications that will give the 
reader further thought on what might 
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What do copper regions and pax 
kantiana have in common? Why is 
the future of Europe linked to the 
sword of alexander the Great? The 
variety of topics in antoni Kukliński’s 
book In search of new paradigms 
is impressive, but their reading is 
a compelling and fascinating exer-
cise in intellectual inquiry. Fragestel-
lung, questioning, is admittedly the 
“greatest fascination” of the author’s 
academic activity (p. xiii) and the vol-
ume collects ten years (2001–2011) 
of notes and papers that are meant 
to be provocative contributions to 
the public debate on the future of 
Poland, Europe and the Western 
“megaspace” (p. 3ff). The book is an-
ything but a neutral, detached analy-
sis of these issues and it rather con-
stitutes a testimony to the author’s 
intellectual commitment and civic 
passion, both blended with insight-
ful thinking. it is such a combination 
that makes Kukliński to challenge 
the “conventional wisdom” of both 

remain optimistic of the promise 
of synthetic biology, indeed firmly 
convinced that prohibitions do little 
more than delay beneficial develop-
ments and obscure the hostile uses of 
new technologies. They argue that it 
is also in the interest of increasing bi-
odiversity that we should not just res-
urrect extinct species, but create com-
pletely new organisms, with entirely 
new functionalities. The capabilities 
offered by synthetic biology, which 
are in the end just a logical continua-
tion of humanity’s previous attempts 
to harness nature, will ultimately be 
necessary to surpass or at last main-
tain the current level of civilization, 
and possibly of life itself. along these 
lines, Church points to the prudency 
of spreading life to other planets, es-
pecially in case the Earth were to suf-
fer a global catastrophic event, either 
natural or manmade, and synthetic 
biology would help facilitate this 
spread. 

Regenesis attempts to provide 
(a necessarily condensed and sim-
plified) history of life, civilization, 
(biological) science and technology, 
and synthetic biology, along with 
the prospects of what might be pos-
sible in the near and distant future. 
although the reader may be skeptical 
of the possibility and desirability of 
some of the developmental trajecto-
ries proposed, Church is nevertheless 
a visionary who has already turned 
some of his past predictions into re-
ality, and some of his extrapolations 
in Regenesis just might become reg-
ular features of everyday life in the 
 coming years and decades. 
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includes counterintuitive compari-
sons (such as the notion of the “triple 
European Mezzogiorno”, discussing 
the analogies between Eastern Ger-
many, Eastern Poland and Southern 
italy) and a sustained critique of the 
EU bureaucratized regional cohesion 
policy. 

The fundamental thesis of the 
book is that small thinking and “con-
ventional wisdom” will make Europe 
and Western civilization the “Titanic 
of the XXi century” (p. 11). Kukliński 
considers small thinking as the result 
of the worship of the business-as-usu-
al, together with the lack of courage 
and imagination in both research and 
policy-making. One of Kukliński’s 
preferred metaphors throughout 
the book is that of “Gordian knots”, 
which are conundrums of social and 
economic aspects and the policy 
problems they cause. What Kukliński 
looks for are decisive solutions (“al-
exandrian solutions”, another meta-
phor), which necessarily lie beyond 
conventional wisdom. The whole 
book is a search for these solutions, 
and the “new paradigms” through 
which we might provide them.

Kukliński’s papers are accom-
panied with a preface by the Presi-
dent of the Polish Economic Society, 
Elżbieta Mączyńska, and with a Post 
Scriptum including three afterwords 
by Józef Niżnik, anna Gąsior-Niemiec 
and Roman Galar. as Josef Niznik 
correctly notes in his comment to the 
book, “[m]ost of the texts […] could 
be read as research projects to be de-
veloped by others” (p. 305). i would 
go a step further: the essays are all 

accepted research paradigms and 
policy strategies.

The papers are grouped in four 
sections, in a sequence that describes 
a journey from a broader to a narrow-
er geographical scope. The first part 
of the book focuses on global dy-
namics, exploring the transition from 
a modernity dominated by Western 
countries to new global political and 
economic configurations in the XXi 
century. For the author, the ascent 
of BRiCS and the parallel decline of 
the West is leading to dilemmatic al-
ternatives for the construction of a 
new global order, which is nonethe-
less a “conditio sine qua non of sur-
vival and development of humanity” 
(p. 73). The second part examines 
what Kukliński calls “the European 
drama”, dealing with the continent’s 
prospects for the close and distant 
futures. according to the author, Eu-
rope is faced with grim prospects, as 
political and social paralysis does not 
consent to change and face the com-
petition of the new emergent pow-
ers. The lack of visionary thinking 
(see also below) and the absence of 
a “dream” are considered as the chief 
weaknesses of the continent. The 
third group of papers discusses the 
futures of Poland and the possible 
developments for the country in this 
broader, grim scenario. last, a fourth 
part presents a regional perspective 
on these processes. This regional di-
mension adds a horizontal dimen-
sion to the vertical, global to national, 
perspective outlined in the three pre-
vious sections of the book. Here the 
accent is on the European scene and 
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exclusively cognitive significance, 
but also a pragmatic validity. Para-
digms (and paradigm change) do not 
belong only to the realm of knowl-
edge, but also to the world of strate-
gies and policies (see also, Niżnik, in 
the volume). in this unusual “alliance” 
of philosophy of science and strate-
gic thinking, world history is seen as 
a mixture of long term, stable con-
ditions and “turning points”, which 
make structures temporarily malle-
able and open up the space for new 
orders and durable arrangements (p. 
63ff). From this point of view, history 
can be seen as the unfolding of “nor-
mal periods” and “revolutionary mo-
ments”. Developing knowledge para-
digms able to understand the rhythm 
and direction of stability and change 
in the long term is considered as the 
condition for building visions, strate-
gies and actions able to affect and ori-
ent futures.

along the declared intellectual 
ascendancy of the author’s work, 
the reference to history and the way 
Kukliński frames his discussion of 
economics and geopolitics in the 
broader historical context unveils 
what, in my view, is the fundamental 
inspiration of the book. The longue 
durée is indeed the privileged tem-
poral horizon of his analysis. This 
approach applies to the past, as he 
searches the roots of the present 
of Europe till the XiX century and 
backwards. Moreover, this applies to 
the future too, as Kukliński pushes 
his sight forward to 2050. However, 
the author’s gaze is not that of his-
torians and it is not by chance that 

but mere diagnoses or value-neutral 
analyses. They are what they promise 
to be: “programmatic papers”, provo-
cation and stimuli for broader dis-
cussion. They sketch a vision for the 
future, whose traits are well clear: a 
strong transatlantic community, a Eu-
rope that is aware of and able to exert 
its global role, with developmental 
policies capable of unleashing re-
gional energies rather than seeking 
conformity through uniform indica-
tors.

indeed, Kukliński is not shy in vo-
cally affirming his preferences. Yet, a 
pessimistic feeling pervades his work, 
as long as data and policy habits seem 
to contradict his visions of preferred 
futures. What the author fears most is 
“the strategic deficit” affecting the Eu-
ropean states after the creation of the 
European Union, which was instead a 
“culmination” and the “greatest insti-
tutional innovation of the XX centu-
ry” (on this aspect, see especially pp. 
111–126). an essential condition for 
strategic thinking to flourish is imagi-
nation. as Kukliński notes, imagina-
tion is crucial to surpass the bounda-
ries of conventional wisdom and to 
envision the ways to overcome the 
barriers and impediments to new and 
alternative developmental paths (see 
e.g. p. 205).

in the introduction to the volume 
and in many other passages (see pp. 
xiiiff), the author frames his work 
in the intellectual tradition marked 
by the names of Myrdal, Galbraith 
and Kuhn. Kukliński adopts an origi-
nal interpretation of the notion of 
paradigm, which has no longer an 
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a path that is largely determined and 
that seems to inevitably lead to the 
decline of the Western world and to 
the marginalization of Europe in the 
global scene.

in this book, the reader won’t 
find the usual sequence of academic 
papers. Nor is the author concerned 
with prudence as he replaces the 
understatement at all costs that is 
dictated by academic etiquette with 
the bold and assertive statements 
that his civic passion suggests. What 
one can find in the volume is the au-
thor’s vibrant and compelling call 
to reject the temptation of a “gentle 
surrender”, the illusionary seduction 
that the status quo can be prolonged 
indefinitely. This style may be disap-
pointing to some, but the contents 
of the book offer a rare opportunity 
for debate and reflection beyond the 
gates of conventional thinking.
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Oswald Spengler’s The decline of the 
West surfaces throughout the vol-
ume. Kukliński enters the book as an 
economic geographer, but emerges 
from it as a philosopher of history 
or a macro-historian (inayatullah 
and Galtung, 1997) and he draws on 
this long-term view into the past to 
elaborate speculations for the future, 
following a tradition of intellectual 
thinking that stretches back for cen-
turies (Flechteim, 1966). it might be 
precisely because of this influence 
that Kukliński shamelessly labels his 
efforts to systematically explore glo-
bal, European and regional futures 
as “futurology”, against conventional 
terminology and to the horror of re-
searchers and practitioners in fore-
sight and future-oriented analysis.

Yet, the symmetric detachment 
from a perspective based on both a 
“fatalistic” and a “voluntaristic” para-
digm distances Kukliński’s view both 
from any temptation of determin-
ism or from any inflated view of the 
agent’s will and power. This balance 
is a chief characteristic of the book, 
which develops around the tension 
between his advocacy of strategic 
thinking and action on the one hand, 
and the doomed feeling that the his-
tory of Europe and the West follows 


